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I praise you, so wonderfully you made me; wonderful are your works. Psalm 139:14

Ms. Aumann’s Notes...

Week 3-I am thrilled that we have been able to have in-person classes
for THREE weeks! Students are settling into the ‘new’ routine well. We had a
busy week (I think I say that every week!), and I know the homework load was a
little more this week. I reminded my students that for the classes I teach I rarely
give homework over the weekend, especially long weekends, so that means we
work diligently throughout the week to get to the weekend-homework free.
Curriculum Notes
Religion-We finished our first chapter-chapter 21 on the Eucharist. We had a study
guide to help with our first test. Next week, we will look deeper into the Eucharist.
Vocabulary- We finished unit 1 in our vocabulary book. We had our first spelling
and vocabulary tests. We also had a writing response to the question “What makes
a person successful?’ We started the Vocab Jar! We have 32 pom-poms toward a
pizza lunch! Keep listening for your child to say, “VOCAB WORD!”

Look Who Did What!
Olivia & Camdyn-for
ringing the bell
Daniel, Delaney &
Kaylee-for donating extra
to the dress down charity
Addison, Olivia, Camdyn,
& Brayden-for thoughtful
science thinking on
worksheet
Clayton-for showing effort
Josey -for helping at lunch

English-We discussed capitalization and punctuation rules, and we started on a
short story about our pets.

Brylan-for humorous
writing ideas

Reading-We finished our story map for Love that Dog. We started our new novel,
Hidden Talents. We did an anticipation guide and read a few pages to learn about
the setting and main character.

Gwen-for thoughtful
response on reading map

Science-We discussed how science is all around us, set up our interactive
notebook, and brainstormed ideas about the scientific method.
Have a safe and relaxing three-day weekend! Please continue to pray for SHS and
an end to this virus. Take care. God bless my students and their families.

Calendar
Sept. 7- No School
Sept. 9- 12:05 Dismissal
Sept. 9- Mass Day!
Sept. 10-First Art Class
Sept.11-First PE Class

GRADES

I will begin posting grades
this weekend. I have a few grades
now in all the subjects. I do not
post until I have at least 2-3
grades in each subject. This gives
everyone a better idea of how the
year is starting. When I do post
grades, I let students know, and I
send out a remind notice to
parents. Thanks!

Jaycie & Jaclyn-for being
polite

Thank You!
Dr. Paul & Rhonda Swenny
and Ron & Cheryl
Swenny-for being our
Adopt-A-Class sponsors
Mr.McFarland-for keeping
our school clean
Candy’s Flower Shop-for a
beautiful bouquet of flowers
Mr. Bogdan-for helping set up
our Chromebooks to print from
our classroom printer
Gina Kuhn-for donating
bottles of water to our class

